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**Abstract**
In the pediatric age HbA1c values below 7.5% represent the ideal metabolic and glicemic target in DMT1 patients, but the literature shows that many of them are still very far from reaching this goal. The introduction of rapid and basal analogues, the reappearance of Continuous Subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII), the progress in Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) systems, the introduction of Sensor Augmented Pump (SAP), insulin pump system with Predictive Low-Glucose Management (PLGM) or Predictive Hyperglycemia and Hypoglycemia Minimization (PHHM) have brought about significant improvements in treatment options. The most promising new basal insulins are insulin degludec and insulin glargine U-300. The aim of this review is to analyze emerging data from the literature, also considering real-life data, in order to identify the clinical implication of the use of these new molecules.

**Introduction**
The achievement of the metabolic and glicemic target in DMT1 patients is a fundamental goal and, in the pediatric age, is represented by HbA1c values below 7.5%. [1] The data of the literature show that this goal is far from being achieved.

The current basal-bolus schemes of insulin therapy are now very sophisticated but often there are economic, cultural and professional limited resources for the education of patients and families and for the psycologic support to them.

Concerning the patient care, one of the most important problems is represented by the fear of hypoglycemia (FoH). [2] In this field, the introduction of rapid and new basal analogues, the reappearance of Continuous Subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII), the progress in Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) systems, the introduction of Sensor Augmented Pump (SAP), insulin pump system with predictive low glucose management (PLGM) have improved the DM management. [3]

The aim of this review is to analyze the potential role of the new insulin analogues, also considering real-life data in order to light up the strategies for improvements in the use of these drugs in daily clinical routine.

**Which is an ideal basal analogue?**

The basal bolus model of insulin therapy reproduces the endocrine pancreatic secretion of insulin, which is bimodal: a basal insulin secretion which covers fasting periods and counteracts gluconeogenesis and ketogenesis and the secretion of insulin at mealtimes.

An ideal basal insulin should have the following characteristics: peakless, a low risk for hypot, a long flat profile of action, a predictable profile of pharmacodynamic (Pd) effects with limited interand intra-individual variability; it should be also highly tolerable, low cost and without signals of increased mitogenicity; it should also limit weight gain in users. Other important characteristics are: duration of action longer than 24 hours, a flat peakless profile with homogeneous distribution of the glucose-lowering effect during the day and with a low intra-subject variability across a dosing interval and from day to day.

Thanks to all these characteristics of a basal insulin, it could be easier to get the goal of optimal HbA1c and it could be possible to try to improve one of the most important issues of insulin therapy: fear of hypoglycemia.

**New basal analogues**

**Insulin degludec**
Insulin degludec (IDeg) (Novo Nordisk A/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark) is a new analogue with ultra-long duration of action. It has a half-life longer than 25 hours. It gets steady state after 2-3 days in subjects with T1DM. It is characterized by a first-order kinetics. In subcutaneous depot IDeg forms multi hexamers polymers from which single monomers gradually break off and reach the bloodstream. [4]

**Insulin glargine U300**
The most recent clinical approach for ultra-long insulin is glargine U300 (300 U/mL) (IGlar-U300) (Sanofi, Frankfurt, Germany). Exposure to U300 is more evenly distributed, and glucose control remains for 36 hours, resulting in decreased hypoglycemic episodes [5]
Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of new basal analogues

The actual basal analogues are characterized by day-to-day “peaks and valleys” and so also by a rigid timing of administration. The new basal insulin with a duration of action longer than 24 hours tends to have lower day-to-day variability.[6]

Variability factors of IDeg and IGlar-U300

Beyond the pharmacodynamic and the pharmacokinetic properties, another crucial issue is the correct family and patient education to reduce variability factors like the correct use and the quality of the device, the right preservation, the right time to wait before needle extraction, the appropriate needle length considering the subcutaneous tissue thickness, the control of the injection site in order to avoid lip hypertrophies.[7]

BEGIN® and EDITION® Program (phase IIIa/IIIb studies about IDeg and IGlar)

Insulin degludec BEGIN® Program: study in T2DM and in T2DM

The insulin degludec efficacy has been evaluated through the BEGIN® program (Novo Nordisk a/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark): it is made of some studies that are randomized, open-label and treat-to-target and they are non-inferiority trial. IDeg has been non-inferior compared to IGlar about HbA1c decrease. Besides, patients with IGlar had an incidence of nocturnal hypoglycemia higher than 25% compared to those treated with IDeg (target of FPR: 70-89mg/dL).[8] The conclusion of a study in adults is that a similar achievement in HbA1c is possible with IDeg vs. IGlar with a lower rate of hypoglycemic episodes.[9,10]

Insulin glargine EDITION® Program: study in T1DM and in T2DM

EDITION® is an international program of phase III about the efficacy and safety of IGlar-U300 (Sanofi, Frankfurt, Germany) compared to IDet-U100. In DM1 patients IGlar-U300 is non-inferior about HbA1c target with a reduction of hypoglycemic episodes (also of nocturnal ones). In DM2 patients there are similar HbA1c control and a similar rate of adverse events (AEs) and hypoglycemia.[11] A study about pediatric age is currently underway (EDITION® JUNIOR-ClinicalTrials.gov, ID: NCT02735044).

Clinical implications in pediatric patients

Hypoglycemia

IDet and IGlar are basal insulin analogues that have shown a longer duration of action, a reduced variability and a decreased risk of hypoglycemia, particularly the nocturnal one, compared to neutral protamine Hagedorn (NPH).[12] In this way, they can help to get HbA1c target without increasing the risk of nocturnal hypoglycemia and so also by a rigid timing of administration. Often they accept too high glycemic target (with relative reduction of insulin doses) when children are not under direct parents’ control.[17,2] The new technologies about the insulin bolus calculation and the glucose blood level monitoring allow a reduction of the FoH. The CGM impact on the FoH is not so clear. The use of new basal insulin in patients not used to apply the algorithm based on flexible carbohydrate counting and starting blood glucose level, cannot improve the metabolic control or may even make it worse.

Fear of hypoglycemia

A long-acting basal insulin analogue with a flat, stable absorption profile could reduce nocturnal hypoglycemia and FoH in adults. Because of hypoglycemic episodes, parents and children can develop unsuitable behaviors like the sleeping disruption. Often they accept too high glycemic target (with relative reduction of insulin doses) when children are not under the direct parents’ control.[17,2] The new technologies about the insulin bolus calculation and the glucose blood level monitoring allow a reduction of the FoH. The CGM impact on the FoH is not so clear. The use of new basal analogues has to be integrated with the new technologies.

QoL and treatment satisfaction

The impact on health-related QoL (HRQoL) was assessed only in adult patients. All the studies show that hypoglycemia and FoH are main components of HRQoL in some patients but also glycemic variability and unpredictability have a significant role in determining HRQoL.[18] New studies about FoH and the consequence on HRQoL in the pediatric age are necessary.

A more flexible time scheme administration

Concerning the practical problems about the compliance
of insulin therapy, there is the necessity to administer insulin at regular times. The new basal insulins, thanks to their long duration, allow the avoidance of a rigid time scheme for insulin administration.[19] Flexibility in insulin administration in well educated patients and families is probably one of the most important gains in terms of HrQoL, so clinical studies in this field will be very important.

Physical activity management

There are no guidelines about physical activity management in patients who use IDeg. The decrease of the insulin dose at least 48 hours before the activity is not recommended.[20]

Injection site

The flat pharmacokinetic and Pd profiles would be less susceptible to the small differences in the absorption rate and the differences in absorption rate among the possible injection sites are not clinically relevant.[21]

How to manage IDeg in real-life

The pediatric data about pharmacokinetics, safety and efficacy of IDeg, obtained through clinical trials, should be shifted in the daily practical use. There are specific types of pediatric patients who can benefit from the use of IDeg (to date the only one analogue of last generation approved for age from 1-18 years in Italy): patients who present recurrent hypoglycemia episodes and whose FoH doesn’t allow to reach the glicemic target; patients who don’t achieve glicemic targets with the basal insulin already used and so who could have a better compliance through a greater flexibility in administration times; patients who need a twice-daily (TD) analogue administration or present a marked dusk or dawn phenomenon using other analogues. Before switching to IDeg is necessary a preparatory supportive training focusing on the basal bolus therapy. In particular, it should be clearly understood how much the basal analogue affects the nocturnal glicemic trend. It is essential first to know the bedtime blood glucose levels to achieve a correct IDeg dose titration (with a greater number of Self Monitoring Blood Glucose - SMBGs- or, when possible, a correct interpretation of CGM data together with SMBGs). For the initial dose of IDeg, its necessary to pay attention particularly to those patients who have a basal need >0.5 U/Kg/die or are used to do TD administration; it is also important to consider that steady state is reached in the third-fourth day of therapy. In many cases 10% reduction is appropriate, except for patients who administered IDet or IGLar TD: in this case 20% reduction is appropriate; concerning patients who aren’t on target about HbA1c, the dose of the basal insulin could remain the same. In any case, the initial dose requires a high degree of individualization, considering the level of self-management education, the compliance with SMBG, the possible effective use of CGM, the willingness to keep in adequate contact with the diabetologist (also a telephone contact).[22]

Since the IDeg profile is flat over 24 hours, it is reasonable to think about a change of the doses of pre-prandial rapid analogue. The decline in action of the previous basal analogues in the final part of the daily profile means that, after introducing IDeg, the dose of the rapid analogue should be reduced for the meals consumed during the phase of basal hypo-insulinization (e.g. breakfast in patients who administer IGLar at lunchtime or at breakfast-time). When possible, these families and patients are persuaded to use the titration algorithm based on CHO counting, after a suitable education. Also the insulin-CHO ratio and the insulin sensibility factor are redefined before starting the therapy with IDeg on the basis of the previous considerations and the parameters advised according to age and stage of puberty.[22]

Conclusions

It could be desirable a proactive approach to establish which patients can benefit from the new analogues but also to optimize their use. Currently, there is a big gap about the real-life data. A correct educational “strategy” is essential to personalize the care plan and to reach the glycemic target. The education programs must take into account the specific cultural, anthropological, psychological aspect and, in children and adolescents, the level of cognitive development, the stage of growth and family situations. [1,23]
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